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How to cook a perfect chicken

Today I'm going to tell you how to cook a perfect Noun . There are Number steps and additional

tips.

1. Catch a wild Adjective chicken.

2. Take it to the orange butcher Noun in the valley. The directions are in the following sentences. If

your going to have accurate directions you should start at the public Noun . You can then pull out and

take a right onto old Noun road. About half a Noun later take a left onto river run. It's a tiny

backroad that will lead you straight to the orange butcher house.

3. Now give them the Noun and have it cut it's head clean off.

4. Take it Noun .

5. Preheat the oven to Number degrees. Stuff it with stiff Noun - Plural and squishy

Noun - Plural . Add additional Noun - Plural as needed.

6. When the oven is ready you may stick the chicken in.

7. Set a timer for and Noun .

8. Do the laundry. For it is believed by the Noun tribe that doing laundry while cooking will make it

have extra flavor.

9. When the timer goes off check the Noun , if ready continue the steps, if not stick it in for

Number minutes.

10. Cut it up.

11.



Now place it on the Adjective - Superlative dish you have and serve it to all your guest.

ADDITIONAL TIPS

Prepare table before Verb - Non 3rd Person Singular Present , Have additional Predeterminer .

Thats all the Noun we have for today. Remember next week we'll be going over perfect potato

Noun - Plural .
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